
function 50 clip frame 
adapatable benching solution



designs
workplace furniture solutions
Function 50 clip frame is a locally designed and manufac-

tured office benching system. 

The range utilizes a unique clip frame system, making it 

a simple solution to benching with minimal components 

and maximum versatility. 

Functional, easy to install. No fuss.
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project team

The premise behind this configuration is to provide for maximum communication between individuals by mini-
mizing obstructions. It is assumed this group would be highly mobile and require little personal storage. 
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admini role

What is shown here is a general administrative role, where requirements would dictate a level of personal stor-
age, achieved by mobile furniture elements, and increased privacy without limiting flow of light or creating a 
‘boxed in’ or cubicle effect with screens. While one type of storage solution is shown here, a range is available 
depending on the individual’s needs. 
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clerical role

For the clerical role the furniture would adapt to accommodate ‘L’ extension tops and increased privacy. This is 
achieved by the addition intermediate screens along the worktops and swapping out the mobile pedestals or 
filing units for ‘L’ extension tops, thereby increasing the work surface area. 
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clerical role

For this variation of the clerical role it is assumed that a higher level of collaboration is required, while at the 
same time not sacrificing the need for high levels of storage. This is achieved by the removal of the intermediate 
screens along the worktops and swapping out the filing units or ‘L’ extensions for mobile pedenzas with inte-
grated seating.
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120” desking

The 120° desk configuration offers excellent ergonomic properties, providing the user a large work surface area, 
all within reach. This 120° configuration is available in multiples of 3 and is ideal for teams where effective com-
munication and interaction is required. 
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assembly
One of the main advantages of the Function 50 Clip Frame system is its ease of assembly. With minimum tools 
and few components, installation times can be dramatically reduced, saving precious time and money. 
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meeting tables
Function 50 meeting tables are essential for effective collaborative work and communication as well as for com-
fortable formal and informal meetings. A range of finishes allow for personalization.
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development

Function 50 can be easily modified to suite a range of workplace scenarios or functions. The under structure is 
essentially where this happens, by adding or removing frame components and then simply fixing the worktops 
and other accessories. This way the footprint can also be extended. 
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